Murray Bridge
Sunday 22nd September 2019

Race 1  YOU.ME.6 WEEKS. MAIDEN STAKE  395m  Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner WESTGATE GIRL.
-On the first turn GLEN GECKO eased appearing injured. On the point of the turn TEWAGI checked around the heels of FREE FALLIN'. On the turn into the home straight BOTTLED FURY ran wide.
-GLEN GECKO was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 30 DAYS.

Race 2  TABCORP MAIDEN STAKE  395m  Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MCLAREN ILLUSION.
-WOOD VENEER was slow to begin. Shortly after the start MCLAREN ILLUSION moved down checking HOTEL CALIFORNIA. On the first turn SPOOKY VISITOR moved down checking FINNIS FORCE, PETE'S PERUZZI and WOOD VENEER. On the point of the turn PETE'S PERUZZI made contact with the running rail causing PETE'S PERUZZI to move out checking SPOOKY VISITOR. Along the home straight PETE'S PERUZZI and WOOD VENEER bumped on several occasions.
-PETE'S PERUZZI was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

Race 3  FOLLOW THEDOGSSA ON TWITTER STAKE  395m  Grade 6
-On the first turn CAWBOURNE CROSS moved down checking DANYO'S SARAH and TEX LEE. On the point of the turn STITCH 'EM ELVIS ran onto the heels of DANYO'S SARAH.

Race 4  M.B VILLAGE BUTCHERS STAKE  395m  Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner OOPS A DAISY.
-JOFFA'S GALAXY was slow to begin. On the first turn OOPS A DAISY moved down checking DEGAS. On the turn into the home straight CALAIS PERUZZI, CUDDLES LEE and DEGAS ran wide. Along the home straight CALAIS PERUZZI continued to race wide.

Race 5  DAISH IRRIGATION AND FODDER MIXED STAKE  395m  Mixed 3/4/5
-On the first turn ASTON MILLA moved down checking COME ON ENZO, NIRIMBA PIRATE and MISSY CRANE. On the point of the turn ASTON MILLA, BLUE VEGAS and ASTON JOYNER came together causing ASTON JOYNER and ASTON MILLA to lose ground. Along the home straight FILTHY PHANTOM raced wide.

Race 6  MURRAY BRIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB OPEN SERIES HEAT 1  455m  Open
-DEMOLISHER stumbled out of the boxes. On the first turn DEMOLISHER moved out checking VICTA SUZIE. On the point of the turn DEMOLISHER moved out checking VICTA SUZIE. Approaching the turn into the home straight DEMOLISHER checked around the heels of WEST ON BAMBOO and then ran wide.

Race 7  RURAL CITY OF MURRAY BRIDGE OPEN SERIES HEAT 2  455m  Open
-On the turn into the home straight ALLINGA MAL, VICTA NASH and PLAY THAT SONG ran wide. Along the home straight VICTA NASH moved out checking PLAY THAT SONG and both greyhounds continued to race wide.

Race 8  METRO ROLLER DOORS (1-6 WINS N/P) MIXED SERIES FINAL  455m  SE
-On the first turn MODEST LEE moved down checking HOT DESERT STORM, SPRING GLASS, ASTON TOBIN and MAIN EXIT. On the point of the turn KINATE moved down checking SPRING SNOW then shortly after MAIN EXIT moved out checking ASTON TOBIN. Approaching the turn into the home straight ASTON TOBIN checked around the heels of HOT DESERT STORM then shortly after SPRING GLASS moved down checking RAMPAGE LUKE.

Race 9  SKY RACING STAKE  455m  Grade 6
-Along the back straight MCLAREN STARDUST moved down checking SHAHAKA. On the first turn MCLAREN STARDUST and CAWBOURNE SNOW bumped. On the turn into the home straight SHAHAKA ran wide.
- A swab sample was taken from the winner WHOOMPH.
- On the point of the turn BLACK ANTICO and WINNING BROKE bumped. On the turn into the home straight BLACK ANTICO ran wide.
- WINNING BROKE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

Race 11  GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE  395m  Grade 6

- ASTON KLARA was slow to begin. On the first turn CUTIE LEE moved down checking DYNAMIC LEE.

**SUMMARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATE SCRATCHINGS</th>
<th>NIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MAIDEN WINNERS   | WESTGATE GIRL (R1)  
|                  | MCLAREN ILLUSION (R2) |
| SWAB SAMPLES     | WESTGATE GIRL (R1)  
|                  | MCLAREN ILLUSION (R2)  
|                  | OOPS A DAISY (R4)  
|                  | WHOOMPH (R10) |
| INJURIES         | GLEN GECKO (R1)  
|                  | RIGHT MONKEY MUSCLE INJURY  30 DAYS |
